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1. Membership in SLB Required.  To donate or receive catastrophic sick leave days, 

the employee must be a member of the Sick Leave Bank (SLB). 

2. Prerequisite of Receipt of Days.  In accordance with the Code of Alabama, Section 

16-22-9, when a SLB member or other family member or friend (see Code of 

Alabama, Section 16-2-18.1) is suffering a catastrophic illness or injury, the member, 

upon depleting all sick leave and other earned leave, shall be eligible to receive sick 

leave days from other members of any sick leave bank to cover the period of time 

during which the employee cannot be at work.  However, before receiving any 

catastrophic sick leave days from any other member, the beneficiary employee must 

have borrowed the maximum number of days allowed from the SLB without the 

required vote of the general membership of the SLB (not to exceed 15 days).  The 

beneficiary employee must use any sick leave days, personal leave days, and vacation 

days which are earned each month before utilizing donated days. 

3. Terms and Definitions.  The employee receiving donated catastrophic sick leave 

days shall be known as the “beneficiary employee” and the employee donating 

catastrophic sick leave days shall be known as the “donor employee.”  The term 

catastrophic illness or injury shall be defined as required in Section 16-22-9, Code of 

Alabama 1975.  A pregnancy or condition relating to childbirth is specifically 

included in the definition of a catastrophic illness, therefore, upon a doctor’s signature 

and completion of the required form, a pregnancy or condition related to childbirth 

may fall within the parameters of a catastrophic illness. 

4. Repayment not Required.  The beneficiary employee shall not be required to repay 

the donated days to the sick leave bank for day used. 

5. Eligibility of Donor.  Any member of the Guntersville City School SLB or any other 

public education SLB in the state may donated sick leave days to the beneficiary 

employee.  An employee must have five (5) days on deposit in the regular SLB before 

he/she is eligible to donate days under the catastrophic illness provision and must also 

maintain a minimum of twenty (20) days in his/her personal sick leave account before 

a donation of days can be made.  The twenty (20) day minimum requirement does not 

apply when the donation of days is between spouses. 

6. Limit of Days by Donor.  No employee may donate more than 30 sick leave days to 

the beneficiary employee (as required in Section 16-22-9, Code of Alabama 1975).  

The 30-day limitation is a permanent ongoing limitation, and not just per illness or 

per pregnancy. 
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7. Application for Days.  A letter of request by the employee to receive a catastrophic 

sick leave donation is desirable but in cases where the employee is physically unable 

or incapacitated, a letter of request by the member shall not be necessary; however, 

before donation to any beneficiary employee will be deposited into the sick leave 

account of the employee, certification of the illness by the employee’s physician must 

be on file.  Certification shall be by a licensed physician as required in Section 16-

2209 of the Code of Alabama of 1975.  The SLB Committee shall authorize a 

standard form for certification by the physician. 

8. Coordinator.  The SLB Committee may appoint a “Catastrophic Sick Leave 

Coordinator.”  If a coordinator is appointed, it shall be the responsibility of the 

Coordinator to make recommendations as to the number of days which a beneficiary 

employee may need to have donated and to monitor the situation with the beneficiary 

employee to assist the employee in receiving an adequate number of sick leave days 

for the illness.  The Coordinator shall take care to monitor and ensure that no abuses 

will occur in the transfer of sick leave days due to catastrophic circumstances.  The 

SLB Committee may appoint a member of the Sick Leave Bank as a Coordinator. 

9. Voluntary Donations.  Donation of days to a beneficiary employee shall be solely at 

the discretion of the participating member of the SLB.  An employee donating 

catastrophic sick leave days shall be clearly informed that the days so donated shall 

not be repaid if used by the beneficiary employee.  However any days donated for 

catastrophic purposes which are not used by the beneficiary employee shall revert to 

the employee making the donation.  If donated days are partially but not completely 

used, the days shall revert to the donating employees in a proportionate manner, odd 

days reverting by lot; however, the SLB Committee shall be the final authority in 

determining the reversion of the day to the donors of unused days.  Any such 

reversion of unused donated days shall not occur until the expiration of 30 days after 

the beneficiary employee has returned to work. 

10. Donations to Other Systems.  The Guntersville City School's SLB is authorized to 

transfer donated days to another sick leave bank in Alabama that is authorized and 

operating according to the provisions of Section 16-11-9, Code of Alabama, 1975.   


